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Congress Hears Report on Dangers Not a Kitty
of Typos by Dan Kirby Staff Writersh
WASHINGTON The US Department of Education released a report on Tuesday titled “A Nation at Crisis: How
Proofreading and Bad Spelling Effect Our National Image.” Congress heard a report from Education Department
spokesman Stanton Oxnam, “Just on my way here to the capital I saw at least two Quiznoss that were advertising their new
‘Black Anus’ sandwich. After that I walked over at least one
manhole cover that read ‘Department of Public Woks’ AND I
WAS NOT EVEN IN CHINATOWN! This is a problem, this
is a serious problem, because our nation is being embarrassed
pubically” Local elementary educators had a similar point of
view, local DC teacher Modesto Curameng had this to say:
“Every time a newspaper reminds us to ‘set our cocks back
for daylight savings time’ it sends a message to kids that its
okay to misspell things, especially in hilarious ways. The real
problem is websites like damnyouautocorrect.com, which glorify typing errors.” However, other education professionals we
talked to had a somewhat different opinion, Dr. Benton Pecinousky, a grammar Nazi at the University of South Jersey
responded thusly “Waitdid you just call me a grammar Nazi?
In a news article!? Really guys” he went on to say “The real
problem is students are no longer challenged mensturally. We
have students coming into collage these days that cant even
name the President of Ubekibekistanstan, I couldn’t care less
about how well they can spell” The report received a negative
reaction among House Republicans, who thought it was either
a ploy to divert more federal money, that could be spent on
new tanks, guns, and fighter jets, toward the Education department, or possibly an excuse to publish a bunch of typo
jokes in a fake newspaper.
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Have you ever seen Australia and
Europe in the same place at the
same time? by mmeyerho
The omnipotent gods known as the internet have struck
again! Facebook can tell you when two pictures are of the
same person, and they have revealed many duplicitous fiends
in our mist. The following sets of people are actually the same:
• Scorri, Micheala, Veronica, and Ethan
• rbenua and jpaulson
• Lo and Bubbles
• Dan and Tim Broman
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